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The Arbinu team.

The Arbinu project aims to introduce individuals to the Arbitrum ecosystem through

its fun and friendly mascot, Arbinu ! 

The project is community-owned and managed, with strict limits on individual

holdings to promote decentralization and widespread adoption. 

By leveraging the power of memes and community-driven content creation, Arbinu

aims to increase awareness and understanding of the Arbitrum universe, serving as

a guide and companion to all Arbinauts along the way !

Mission Statement
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Open Community

Dedication

FUN !

From the start, Arbinu was designed to support a large number of smaller token

holders, who will all participate in and benefit from the growth and development of

the Arbinu Community. 

All projects and initiatives will be community-led and will result in additional value

being brought into the Arbinu and Arbitrum ecosystems. Everyone is welcome to

join the community and help it grow !

Like the legendary Inu Hachiko, Arbinu is here to be a guide and companion for every

single community member as they explore the Arbitrum universe. 

Arbinu is a loyal mascot for Arbitrum, and will introduce new participants to the

blockchain’s innovations with a warm smile and a helping hand! 

Blockchain and cryptocurrency technology can be daunting and scary, but it doesn’t

have to be! 

Arbinu will help everyone understand that crypto can be a space for creativity,

collaboration, and connection. Arbinu is a place where people’s talents and skills can

shine, and where everyone has something to enjoy!

Vision & Values - Why you should  join
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1% BURN
On all transactions
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Ignition - the burning

Arbinu was created to be completely deflationary. 

No new Arbinu will ever be printed. 

In keeping with this spirit, of the 4% token tax, 1% will be burnt ! 

This steadily decreases the token supply over time, making every Arbinu a little

more valuable.
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Staking Rewards

Arbinu won't just sit around being a meme.

Holders that stake or provide liquidity with their Arbinu tokens will share up to half

of the 4% token tax, (2%) ensuring that supporting the Arbinu project is always

rewarding !

2% Staking
And LP Rewards



The utility of the Arbinu token won't stop there! 

1% of the transaction tax is used for marketing and community rewards.

Beyond the basics, the Arbinu project is using innovative ways to expand while

reaching  new users, investors and traders. 

What you can expect from us : 

- Competitions and contests ( Twitter, Tiktok...)

- Arbinuverse NFT launch

- Arbinu Merch, And more to come !
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Enter the Arbinuverse

1% Marketing & Community

Rewards


